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What’s New With Nature’s 

Spirit? 

  Here we go, what is new with Nature’s Spirit? Well, we 

have added a brand new company to our line up that we are 

unveiling right in this newsletter. Because of this we have 

decided to have an emergency Live On The Fly this evening,  

at 6 PM Pacific time. This new line of product has taken 

Europe by storm, and moved onto US shores.  

FROZEN NORTH FLYFISHING 

 If you are a fan of the Europeans and their style of fishing, you are 

going to love playing with FNF fly tying products.  The majority of 

their material is based around making the Blob Fly, with a few differ-

ent materials for other things. The Blob 

Fly has become very popular in Europe, and it is showing up across 

the Untied States. But don’t hold these materials to just a few pat-

terns.  They are very versatile and can be used for many different 

flies. We are going to take a few of these materials and go over the 

composition and structure, helping to define the best uses and appli-

cations for our favorite patterns.  

JELLY 

 Jelly is the main staple line from Frozen North FlyFishing.  Out  of 8 different styles, Jelly is 

the number one blob making material. It works like a synthetic hackle and a long fiber chenille. 

You can wrap it nice and tight for a blob fly, use it as a hackle on a small bugger, underbody on a 

larger bugger, a stack chenille for holding up a collar on an intruder, 

and the list just goes on. Each Jelly even has a different make-up 

giving each one a uniqueness of its own.  

 Jelly Fritz is the number one material of the jelly line up. It comes 

in three different sizes, meeting any size or need you have for this 

kind of product. They go as follows, Jelly Fritz 15mm, Jelly 10mm, 

and Micro Jelly 6mm. Now, what is so amazing about this product is 

the movement that is has in the water. Even when wrapped tightly 

together for a full thick body, Jelly has an incredible amount of move-

ment, flaring out and pulsating back when pulled through the water. 

Then there’s the colors, oh the colors. You will go blind from bright-

ness if you put any Jelly under a UV light, which today we know is a benefit to our fly box, allow-

ing for a stronger presence of color in low light conditions.  

 The other two Jelly’s to look at are the Block Jelly and the Slush Jelly. Block Jelly is the 

sister of Jelly Fritz, mixed with a blend of Jelly Fibers and Opaque Fibers. The Opaque fibers 
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help catch more light off of the very colorful fritz fibers. As if Jelly Fritz didn’t have enough color-

refraction from the already bright material. The Slush Jelly is another blend that adds a different 

look to the Jelly lineup. Slush Jelly is a blend of the fine fritz fibers and a candy floss compound. 

This gives it a slush-like appearance in the water,  mak-

ing a great egg chenille for streamers, or just a straight 

egg.  

 Now, what is the greatest benefit to a fly tier with this 

product is the core. All of the Jelly products are made 

with a micro core, allowing for a flexibility you will fall in 

love with when tying.  

CHEWING GUM WORM 

 No, this is not a material you can chew on like gum.  It is for the fishes. Chewing Gum Worm is 

a chenille loaded with rubbery fibers for a real-worm like feel. This is 

will revolutionize your worm patterns. It comes in a few different sizes 

starting at 3mm for your smaller work patterns, and jumbo 6mm for 

your up-sized worms and even shrimp bodies, yeah shrimp bodies. 

Think about it you salt fishers—a shrimp that has a nice gummy under 

body, it looks outrageously-amazing. Then there are wooly buggers 

and other streamer bodies you could use it for. You need to adapt 

Chewing Gum Worm to your box. But there is one more you should 

know about before you get started.  

 Predator 9, my favorite material from FNF. Now lets get on a personal level for a second. I love 

bass fishing, I mean love it. I grew up with a dad (Rueben Lamphere) who is a bass fanatic, and 

when we got our hands on this material we could not contain our-

selves. Having a full range of color of this product to play with at 

our fingertips got us excited beyond belief. Predator 9 is a brand 

new gigantic size of Chewing Gum Worm. The large worm pat-

terns that you can tie are perfect for high water conditions on the 

river, a slow moving worm in the lakes, or a swimming worm in the 

salt water. Hello, tarpon fisherman.  Glad you could join us. The 

beautiful part about this material line is that it’s made with material 

that helps keep it somewhat buoyant. This allows for a slower sinking rate keeping our worm in 

the middle of the water column, right were a worm would be if stuck in the current. Or if you’re like 

me and put a tungsten bead in the front, the tail will stick up off the bottom when you bottom-

bounce a worm for bass. On top of that, think about the vibration the rubber gives off when you 

 I don’t know about you, but we are way overly-

excited about FNF reaching our doorsteps. This 

full product line is growing very quickly in populari-

ty, and we cannot wait to see what all of you come 

up with in your fly tying adventures. Please share 

all flies with us on social media by tagging 

@naturesspiritflytying in your posts. 

  We will see you tonight night at 6 PM on Insta-

gram for a full instructional on the Predator 9 flies 

we have been tying along with the other products 

we are excited to have in our personal material selections.  


